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Zoom in on... Batteries

Image: Big Buyers Initiative

Moving the market towards sustainable
solutions – this is the fundamental premise
behind the European Commission
initiative Big Buyers for Climate and
Environment, announced with the new
Circular Economy Action Plan.
Big Buyers promotes collaboration
between large public buyers in
implementing strategic procurement
for sustainable solutions, with the aim
of aggregating the demand of public
procurers to drive the market for
sustainable and innovative solutions.
Public procurement can be a key tool in
driving the development of innovative
goods and services on the European
market. By working together, and
pooling their resources, cities, central
purchasing bodies, and other major
public procurers can maximise their
market power and impact.
The first phase of the Big Buyers initiative
(2018-2020) produced a number of
ambitious results: under the three
areas of collaboration of zero-emission
construction sites, heavy-duty electric
vehicles and circular construction
materials, public entities have shared
challenges and solutions, established

collaboration with suppliers and worked
with technical experts across Europe.
Results of the first phase, which include
reports on lessons learned, factsheets
and joint statements of demand, were
also presented in a recent online event.
A recording and the presentations are
available online at www.bigbuyers.eu.
For this next phase (2020-2022), four
new areas for joint collaboration will be
established around the concrete needs
and interest of public entities toward
purchasing new sustainable solutions
which are currently not available on the
market. For the next two years, buyers
will exchange experiences on pilots,
jointly engage in market dialogues
and prepare procurement procedures.
If your organisation is interested in
taking part, fill in the needs assessment
questionnaire online by 13 January 2021.
Ambitious public entities interested in EU
collaboration to support their procurement
in areas such as health, clean energy, lowcarbon construction, information and
communication technologies (ICT) and
artificial intelligence (AI) or intelligent
transport are being sought.

The European Commission (EC)
proposed a new Batteries Regulation
(with Annexes) on 10 December 2020.
This Regulation aims to ensure that
batteries placed in the EU market are
sustainable and safe throughout their
entire life cycle. The proposal from the
EC includes an article on minimum
mandatory green public procurement
criteria, as envisaged by the 2020
Circular Economy Action Plan.
More...
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Zoom in on... New energy efficiency
labelling system
Starting in March 2021, the ‘rescaled’
labels will be progressively rolled out to
nine product categories in the EU. These
include: air conditioners, dishwashers,
washing
machines,
refrigerators,
lighting sources, electronic displays,
including televisions monitors and
digital signage displays, vacuum
cleaners and tumble dryers. It will be
mandatory to request the new energy
labels in all public tenders.
More (see infographic)...
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GPP good practice

Refurbishing an old Kindergarten building with minimal
environmental impact (City of Koprivnica, Croatia)
This good practice example
focuses on some recent work
carried out in the City of
Koprivnica (Croatia). Koprivnica
needed to replace a prefabricated
kindergarten building built in
1982 (prefabricated wooden
ground floor building with solid
Image: City of Koprivnica
foundation) and expanded in
1995. The building accommodated about 170 children, had never been renovated,
consumed high levels of energy, and was approaching the end of its useful life. The
City decided to refurbish the building and maintain as much of the physical structure
possible. A market analysis, however, indicated that there was no solution available
on the Croatian market for the refurbishment of a prefabricated wooden structure;
hence a public procurement of innovation (PPI) process was launched.
Based on an extensive market engagement process and a needs assessment
involving end users (kindergarten personnel and parents), the City defined the
technical solutions it was looking for in terms of outcome-based specifications. These
included providing design services for the internal and external reconstruction and
the execution of extensive reconstruction works. A consortium of three companies
was awarded the tender. The final impact of the procurement and implemented
solution was an improved building with an extended lifetime of 25+ more years.
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Zoom in on... Fair ICT hardware

Case studies about the pilot approaches
taken by five public entities in
purchasing fairer ICT (information and
communication technology) hardware
have been published through the
MakeICTFair EU project. The cases,
from Barcelona City Council (Spain),
Municipality of Haarlem (Netherlands),
City of Stavanger (Norway), Advanced
Procurement for Universities and
Colleges (UK) and the Stockholm
Region (Sweden) share information
on dialoguing with the market, award
criteria used and their lessons learned.
More...

Download the full case study here.
Interview

Using university procurement as a leverage
point for collaboration
Peter Hayakawa is a
Procurement Policy
Officer at the University
of Edinburgh, helping
leverage public
procurement to address
worker rights, the climate emergency and promote
regional inclusive growth.

What are the main goals in terms of
sustainable development when it
comes to the University’s procurement?
The University of Edinburgh (UoE) has an
annual procurement spend of between 200
million and 300 million pounds (or 220 to
330 million euro), making it a very big buyer
within Scotland, particularly in areas such
as constructing and infrastructure, building
maintenance, life sciences equipment

and consumables, and professional
services. UoE Procurement is committed
to achieving value for money – including in
social, economic and environmental terms.
Any single procurement can touch on a
number of different issues, from human
rights in global supply chains, to local and
regional economic development, to global
challenges such as climate change. But
such complex problems can’t, of course,
be solved in one procurement procedure,
which is why for several years now, UoE
Procurement has been focusing on the
role of procurement as a leverage point for
collaboration within the university as well
as with suppliers and other buyers.
To read the interview in full, click here.

To read more GPP examples, visit the European Commission’s GPP website.
Previous issues of the GPP News Alert are available here.
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Zoom in on... GPP and food
in Sweden

Has public sector spending on organic
food changed farming methods in
Sweden? According to the researchers
of a recently published study, the
answer is yes. Although the public
sector accounts for only 4% of the
Swedish food market, public entities
acting together have enough buying
power to influence wholesalers.
More...
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